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Abstract: Nowadays due to rapid population growth and hence increasing demand for transportation, traffic congestion at 

road intersections become a serious problem for developed as well as developing countries. Traffic congestion causes 

considerable costs due to unproductive time losses, extra fuel consumption, accidents and also has a negative impact on the 

environment such as air pollution, noise and stress. Thus, economic analysis of multi-lane intersections and improvement 

alternatives take account of vehicles cost of fuel consumption and time costs incurred by users of the road junctions. The 

objective of this study was about determining average waiting time of vehicles and estimating cost incurred due to delay at 

unsignalized double lane roundabouts and signalized cross intersections. In this study MMAS Cellular Automata model and 

Poisson queuing model were used. The study tried to calculate the average waiting time (delay) of vehicles in the system (in 

queue plus in service) at both types of road intersections. The study was tried to quantify vehicles waiting time at both types of 

road intersections (cost incurred due to delay); that is cost of time lost for passengers and cost of extra fuel consumed by 

vehicles. Based on the findings of the study, that is based on time and fuel lost (though other factors are not included), 

signalized cross intersections are better than roundabouts to minimize traffic congestion problem at road junctions. 

Keywords: Roundabout, Cross Intersection, Poisson Queuing Model, Average Waiting Time,  

Number of Vehicles in the System, Cost of Time Lost, Cost of Extra Fuel Consumed 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Background of the Study 

For more than three decades modern roundabouts have 

been used throughout the world as a junction control device. 

Addis Ababa also has its share of roundabouts. There are 

three legs; four legs; five legs and six legs roundabout in 

Addis Ababa. The performance of roundabouts during off-

peak periods is particularly good in contrast to other 

intersection forms, typically with very low average delays [4]. 

When we deal about roundabouts in this thesis, we mean 

Multi-lane (double lane) unsignalized roundabouts because 

single-lane roundabouts proved inadequate [1]. Traffic 

congestion is frequently observed 

on road intersections during rush hours in Addis Ababa 

city. This imposes economic impacts on the urban dwellers in 

many aspects. To precisely identify the magnitude of 

economic impact on urban, it needs deep investigation in 

terms of economic analysis of roundabouts and signalized 

intersections, to propose which is more economical for use. 

Even though a wide range of traffic flow theories and 

models have been developed, still congestion is one of the 

main societal and economical problems related to 

transportation throughout the world. As an example, the 2009 

Urban Mobility Report of Texas Transportation Institute [7] 

states that, congestion caused urban Americans to travel 4.2 

billion hours more and to purchase an extra 2.8 billion 

gallons of fuel for a congestion cost of $87.2 billion. 

Though economic analysis is a clear effect which is a 

major factor to select the best possible form of road 

intersection, there is no comprehensive study made regarding 

the economic benefit of the choice of intersection, to the 

knowledge of the author. Due to rapid population growth and 

hence increasing demand for transportation, traffic 

congestion at these road intersections become a serious 

problem for developed as well as developing countries [2]. 

Traffic congestion causes considerable costs due to 

unproductive time losses, extra fuel consumption, accidents 

and also has a negative impact on the environment such as air 

pollution, noise and stress. Thus, economic analysis of multi-

lane intersections and improvement alternatives take account 
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of vehicles cost of fuel consumption and time costs incurred 

by users of the facility. 

1.2. Statement of the Problem 

Traffic congestion is not expected to disappear in the near 

future in road intersections. However, innovative measures 

are needed to alleviate the situation. In many cases where 

traffic demand far exceeds the capacity, the intersections can 

be inefficient. Lane addition is one resort available to traffic 

engineers and has been used extensively to increase the 

capacity of the intersections. Although adding turning or 

through lanes may provide a short term relief, that solution is 

often infeasible because it may simply be too expensive to 

continuously widen the existing intersection. 

Now a days, it is common to see traffic congestion at 

junctions in Addis Ababa particularly during rush times. For 

example, at Torhayloch, Urael, Mexico, Imperial,etc 

intersection areas large number of vehicles form long queue. 

Hence, traffic police need to intervene in situations to 

regulate the traffic flow. Otherwise, it would be practically 

impossible to have normal traffic flows, especially at 

roundabout junctions, which is more dependent on driver 

behavior and balanced traffic flow between the approaches 

[1]. This problem may continue and it may worsen in the 

future due to the rapid growth of population and vehicles 

number in Addis Ababa. In parallel to the increment in the 

number of population in the city, the problem of congestion 

is also increasing from time to time. This may hamper the 

economic growth of urban dwellers unless appropriate 

remedial action is taken based on research results. Clearly the 

consequence of queued vehicles at the intersection causes a 

delay for users to reach their home or work place, increase in 

fuel consumption and pollution of the environment. 

To determine simulated results of operational performance 

for roundabouts and signalized cross intersections, Multi-

stream Minimum Acceptable Space (MMAS) Cellular 

Automata (CA) model based on the Minimum Acceptable 

sPace (MAP) method was used [3]. Performance 

measurements for roundabouts and signalized cross 

intersections include throughput (the number of vehicles that 

can navigate a roundabout or cross intersection), capacity 

(the maximum number of vehicles that can pass through a 

roundabout from a given road), queue length, delay etc. In 

[3]., except delay (average waiting time of vehicles at road 

intersections) most of the performance measures mentioned 

above obtained using Multi-stream Minimum Acceptable 

Space (MMAS) CA model. However, the research done in [3] 

focused only on simulating most of operational performance 

for both types of road intersections. 

So, to fill the gap in this thesis, the same model is intended 

to be used to find out simulated result of average waiting 

time which was the most difficult to estimate but the most 

important measure of operational performance for our cost 

analysis. By using the aforementioned performance measures 

(throughput, queue length, and so on) as input, we would 

calculate average waiting time of vehicles combining with 

the above model and other model called Poisson queuing 

model as we briefly discussed in section 2. Once we 

determine the average waiting time (delay) of vehicles at 

both road intersections, we quantify it to: cost of lost time for 

passengers' and cost of extra fuel consumed for vehicles at 

both road junctions. Therefore, a thorough analysis should be 

done and comparison of the performance of the kind of 

intersection are to be taken to come up with the appropriate 

solution. 

1.3. Objectives of the Study 

1.3.1. General Objective 

The study aims to give the economic analysis of double 

lane roundabouts and signalized intersections. 

1.3.2. Specific Objectives 

The principal objectives of this study are to: 

� Compute and compare the average waiting time and 

number of vehicles in the system (due to delay) for 

unsignalized double lane roundabout and signalized 

double lane cross intersection. 

� Calculate and quantify the difference in waiting time 

(delay) of vehicles at the road junctions. 

� Estimate average cost of extra fuel consumed by 

vehicles at the road junctions 

� Estimate average cost of passengers and drivers time 

lost due to congestion at the road junctions 

2. Models 

2.1. Cellular Automata Model 

Cellular Automata (CA) model is used to study dynamical 
systems in which both time and space are considered as 
discrete variables, and physical quantities take on a finite set 
of discrete values. i.e., cellular automaton model use integer 
variables to describe the dynamical properties of the system. 
It consists of a regular grid of cells, each of which can be in a 
finite number of possible states, updated synchronously in 
discrete time steps. The state of a cell is determined by the 
previous states of surrounding neighborhood of the cell. For 
traffic model, the road is divided into a constant length 

∆�	representing a single cell and the time is divided to in 

steps of ∆�	. Each grid of cells (road section) can either be 

occupied by a vehicle or empty and the dynamics are given 
by update rules discussed below. 

Most of the studies ([5],[6],[7],[8]) show that each cell is 
occupied by one small vehicle (SV) corresponding to a 

standard car of length ≤ 7.5	meters, medium vehicles (MV) 

are taken to be double the length of a standard car and 
understood to be a bus or equivalent vehicle i.e., two cells are 
required for one MV and three cells are taken for very large 
vehicle (LV). For example, for small vehicles (SV) setting 

∆� = 7.5	 leads to a model where one vehicle always 

occupies exactly one section of the road with in one second 

time and a velocity of passing 5 cells corresponds to 5	 ∆
∆� =
135 ��

�  , which is set to be the maximum velocity a driver 

wants to drive. However, in such a model, smallest possible 
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acceleration would be 
∆

	∆��	 = 7.5 �

��	 which is unrealistic. 

Therefore, many modern CA models use a finer spatial 
discretization, for example ∆� = 1.5	�, leading to a smallest 

possible acceleration of 1.5	�/��. 

However, in this study the approximated single cell is 
about 4.17 meters that is the average length of vehicles in the 
study area and assumed average speed of a car within a 

roundabout is 8.33	�/� traversing a cell within 0.5 seconds 

[3]. Although cellular automaton models lack the accuracy of 
the time-continuous car-following models, they still have the 
ability to reproduce a wide range of traffic phenomena. Due 
to the simplicity of the models, they are numerically very 
efficient and can be used to simulate large road networks in 
real time or even faster. 

2.2. Update Rule for the Roads 

The update rule can be expressed in terms of the sequential 
cells. If there is a vacant cell in front of the cell occupied by a 
vehicle, the vehicle will move forward one cell in the current 
time step. If the cell in front is occupied too, the vehicle will 
stop there in that time step. Figure 1 shows the graphical 

representation for this rule. The state ����� of the ���	cell in 

the next time step is decided by the states of its own cell ��� 	, 
the state of the cell in front and the cell behind in this time 

step, where �  and �  express time and position sequence 

respectively. The states can only be 0 or 1, where 0 means the 
cell is vacant and 1 means a car occupies the cell. 

The update rule can be described as follows: 

If	��� = 1 and 	����� = 0 , then 	����� = 0	&		������� = 1 

If	��� = 0 and 	����� = 0 , then 	������� = 0 . 

If	��� = 1 and 	����� = 1 , then 	������� = 1 . 

 

Figure 1. update rule on the roundabout. 

2.3. Multi-stream Minimum Acceptable Space (MMAS) 

Multi-stream Minimum Acceptable Space (MMAS) 

Cellular Automata (CA) model is used to investigate traffic 

flow at multi-lane intersections. The model considers the 

give-way rule appropriately and describes the details of 

vehicle movements and interactions from different entry 

roads. It was based on the Minimum Acceptable sPace (MAP) 

method as dealt by Wang and Ruskin [1].. MAP can be 

designed to describe both heterogeneous and inconsistent 

driver behavior, as well as random interaction between 

individual vehicles in cross traffic flow, independent of 

headway distribution considerations. As such, the MAP 

method can be applied to most features of traffic flow and 

has been used for road intersections such as roundabouts and 

cross intersections. 

The performance indicators of unsignalized multi-lane 

roundabouts like throughput, capacity and queue length can 

be simulated using the Minimum Acceptable sPace (MAP) 

method [1].. In the MAP method, driver behavior is 

categorized into four groups: radical, urgent, moderate and 

conservative. If a driver accepts a 3-cell space as the MAP 

and enters the roundabout, behavior is designated as 

moderate. Radical behavior requires one cell space. This may 

cause delay in the coming vehicles on the roundabout and 

may generate gridlock [1]. A 2-cell space corresponds to 

urgent behavior, which may be the result of misjudgment, 

over confidence in vehicle acceleration, and bad driving 

habits that also cause delay like radical behavior of drivers. 

Conservative behavior corresponds to MAP with greater than 

or equal to 4 cells gap which is clearly considered as 

abnormal especially at low arrival rates. MAP and MMAS 

are a combination of both spatial and temporal conditions. 

For example, MAP is determined by the number of cells 

needed to represent driver behavior of the various types as 

discussed above, when entering a road intersections. In the 

model a vehicle can move forward one cell in each time step 

on a roundabout. Therefore, the number of cells of MAP 

correspond to the headway between the two circulating 

vehicles on a roundabout. On the other hand, the space for a 

vehicle to enter a roundabout must have clearance of specific 

cells for entry; otherwise the entering vehicle must wait to 

join different roundabout lanes. Therefore, MAP and MMAS 

describe both temporal and spatial behavior of drivers at 

roundabouts. 

The operational performance of the road intersections 

(throughput, arrival rate, queue length etc) could be used to 

determine average waiting time (delay) of vehicles at each 

road intersection. But determining the average waiting time 

is the most difficult task and hence in the next section we 

derive how to determine the average waiting time of vehicles 

in the system (vehicles in queue plus in service). 

2.4. Poisson Queuing Model 

Queuing theory is a mathematical study of queues having a 

waiting line especially of persons or vehicles wait for 

services. Queuing theory helps to provide decision or 

guideline on system capacity. Studying queue theory is a 

difficult task due to probabilistic nature of the problem. 

Among many statistical queue models Poisson distribution 

was employed to simulate the steady state operational 

performance according to equation (1). Because in Poisson 

distribution the random variable, in our case the number of 

vehicles, is a discrete variable. 

It is impossible to exactly forecast the time when vehicles 

arrive at the entrance road of intersections because the 

vehicles' arrival to such road junctions is random in nature. 

But it is possible to approximate their distribution using 
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Poisson queuing model to determine the probability 

distribution of vehicles' arrival that have random distribution 

of vehicles. For a Poisson queuing model, the probability of 

�	arrivals in	� time has the following density function: 

 (�) = 	 (#�)$%&'(	)!                                    (1) 

Where: 

 (�) =	Probability of having �	vehicles arrived in time �. 
+	 =	average vehicle arrival rate in vehicles per unit time, 

� = Number of vehicles expected to arrive during time �, 
� =	Time interval in which �  vehicles are expected to 

arrive. 
Hence at different arrival rates (+), we need to find the 

probability of 0,1,2, … , / − 1 or /	arrivals by using equation 

(1). 

2.4.1. Derivation of Steady State Probabilities 

The system is said to be at steady state when the rate of 

arrivals of vehicles is less than the rate of service. Arrival of 

vehicles at the entrance of road intersections is completely 

independent of time. Though the size of the queue fluctuates 

in steady state the statistical behavior of Poisson distribution 

of the queue remains steady. Therefore, the probability of 

finding a particular length of the queue at any time will be 

the same and hence a steady state condition is achieved. 

2.4.2. Now Let Us Define Some Terminologies 

� =	Total number of vehicles in the system; i.e., number of 

vehicles in queue plus in service. 

+� =	Arrival rate given �	 vehicles in the system; i.e., 

arrival rate is the rate at which vehicles are expected to arrive 
at the road intersections within a specified period of time, 

assuming that there are �	vehicles in the system. 

1� =	Service rate given 	�  vehicles in the system; i.e., 

service rate specifies the average number of vehicles that can 
be serviced during a time period. 

 � =	Steady state probability of	� vehicles in the system. 

Once we derive  � as a function of +� and 1�, then steady 

state measures of performance like average waiting time in 
the queue, average waiting time in the system, average 
waiting time in the service and so on could be easily 
determined. The probabilities  �	are determined by using the 

transition-rate diagram shown in Figure 2. The queuing 
system is said to be in state n when the number of vehicles in 
the system is n. 

 

Figure 2. Poisson queue transition-rate diagram. 

For example, state 0 means no vehicle in the system. So, 
state 0 can only change to state 1 when an arrival occurs at 

the rate +2 and 12 is undefined because no departures occur if 

the system is empty. Under steady state conditions, for any 

state � the expected rates of flow into and out of this state 

must be equal. The equation expressing this principle is 
called the balance equation for state n as shown in equation 

(	2	) . After constructing the balance equations for all the 

states in terms of the unknown  �	probabilities, we can solve 

this system of equations to find these probabilities. From 
Figure 2, the balance equation is solved recursively 
associated with (� = 0,1,2, … ).	  The arrows in Figure 1 

shows the only possible transitions in the state of the system 
within a sufficiently small interval of time, and the entry for 
each arrow gives the mean rate either entering or leaving for 
that transition. 

To make clear the balance equation, by using example, 
consider state 0 from Figure 2. The process enters this state 
only from state 1. Thus, the steady state probability of being 

in state 1 ( �) represents the proportion of time that it would 

be possible for the process to enter state 0. Given that the 

process is in state 1, the mean rate of entering state 0 is 1�. 

From any other state, this mean rate is 0. Therefore, the 
overall mean rate at which the process leaves its current state 

to enter state 0, the mean entering rate is: 1� � +0(1 −  �) = 	1� � . By the same reason, the mean leaving 

rate is +2 2 . Hence, the balance equation for state 0 could 

be 	1� � = +2 2 , solving this in terms of  �	 yields  � =#4
56 	 2	. 

In the same manner for state 1 by using Figure 2 we have 

	+2 2 + +� � = (+� + 1�) � , solving in terms of  �  and 

substituting  � = #4
56 	 2  and after simplification, we have 

 � = #6#4
5�56 	 2 . Therefore, the remaining states can be 

determined (for 	� = 2,3, … ) in the same way using the 

transition rate diagram (Figure 2). 

In general, for � > 0 , state �  can change only to two 

possible states: 

1. � − 1 when a departure occurs at the rate 1� 

2. � + 1 when an arrival occurs at the rate +� 

In conclusion, based on the fact that state	� can be changed 

to states � − 1 and � + 1 only, we have: 

				8�98:�8;	�<�8	=>		>?=@	A�	�=	��<�8	� =              (2) 

														8�98:�8;	�<�8	=>	>?=@	=B�	=>	��<�8	� 

State 0: 1� � = +2 2 	⟹ 	 � = #4
56  2 

State 1: 12 2 + 1� � = (+� + 1�) � 

⟹	 � = +�+2
1�1�  2 

State 2:  D = #�#6#4
5E5�56 2 , then by induction 

we get: 

 � = +�F�+�F�	… 	+2
1�1�F� 	…		1�  2	, (� = 1,2, … ). 
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⟹  � = G	+1H
�
	 2	(� = 1,2, … ). 

Let 
#
5 = I.	Here, I is called utilization factor. 

⟹  � = I�	 2	(� = 1,2, … ).  and  2  can be determined 

from ∑  � = ∑ I�	 2K�L2K�L2 = 1 

⟹  2 = 1 − I� 

 � = I�(1 − I)                                 (3) 

2.5. Derivation of Steady State Performance Measures 

Using the steady state probability discussed in section 
2.2.1, we can obtain some performance measures of the 
system (in our case the system is the road intersection) that 
can be defined in a queuing system as follows: 

M� =	average number of vehicles in the system 

MN =	average number of vehicles in the queue 

M) =	average number of vehicles in service 

O� =	average waiting time in the system 

ON =	average waiting time in the queue 

O) =	average service time 

Note: all these measures of performance have positive 
values including the arrival rate, inter-arrival rate, service 
rate and service time. 

We now use the steady-state probability distribution given 
in equation (2) to determine several quantities of interest. For 
example, assuming that the steady state has been reached, by 
definition the average number of vehicles present in the 

queuing system (M�) is given by 

M� =P� �
K

�L2
	⟹ M� = P�	

K

�L2
I�(1 − I) 

M� = (1 − I)∑ �	K�L2 I�	                                (4) 

As clearly seen in equation (4) queue increases infinitely 

if	I > 1 i.e., 1 < +. In other words, if the number of vehicles 

that can be served per period of time is less than the average 
number of vehicles arriving, the waiting line grows infinitely. 
Even queue can occur when + < 1 in stochastic case because 

arrival of vehicles to road intersections are random. In fact, 

I < 1 or + < 1 is one of the requirements for the study of 

queuing theory and for + < 1, steady state can be achieved. 

Defining: 

R = P�I�
K

�L�
 

⟹ 	R = I + 2I� + 3ID + 4IT + 5IU +⋯	(∗) 
Multiply equation (*) by I yields 

IR = 	I� + 2ID + 3IT + 4IU +⋯	(∗∗) 
Subtracting equation (**) from equation (*) gives: 

R − IR = I(1 + I + I� + ID + IT + IU +⋯) 
⟹ R(1 − I) = I(1 + I + I� + ID + IT + IU +⋯) 

Here, (1 + I + I� + ID + IT + IU +⋯) = �
�FX  is a 

convergent geometric series because previously we assumed 

that I < 1. ⟹ R = X
(�FX)� = ∑ �I�K�L�  

So, from equation (3) M� = (1 − I)∑ �	K�L2 I� 

⟹ M� = (1 − I)P�	
K

�L2
I� 	= (1 − I) I

(1 − I)� =
I

1 − I 

Where, 

I = #
5 	⟹ M� = X

�FX ⟹ M� = #
5F# 

Therefore, 	M� in terms of + and 1 could be 

	M� = #
5F#                                     (5) 

When we observe equation (5), similar to the previous 

analogy (see equation (4)), +  should be less than 1  that is 

+	 < 1 . Otherwise 	M�	 is negative which is meaningless or 

does not show the physical meaning of the reality. Since the 

number of vehicles waiting in the system (	M�) is derived in 

terms of +  and 1  as shown in equation (5), the remaining 

steady state measures of performance (O�,ON , MN 	etc) could 

be derived by combining equation (5) and Theorem 1. So, 
first let us see Little's queuing formula shown in Theorem 1. 

Theorem 1: For any queuing system in which a steady-
state distribution exists, the following relations hold: 

	M� = +	O� 

	MN = +	ON 

	M) = +	O) 

Our interest is finding the average amount of time a typical 

vehicle spends in a queue (ON) to use a service facility (road 

intersection) and the average time taken to be serviced or 

service time ( O) ) to leave the road intersections. By 

definition, average service rate (1) and average service time 

(O)) can be determined using: 

O) = �
5                                         (6) 

Here 1 could be determined using equation (11). 

And using equation (5) and theorem 1 we have: 

O� = �
5F#	                                    (7) 

By definition: 

O� = 	ON +O)	                                (8) 

and 

M� = 	MN + M)	                                (9) 

By combining equation (6) , equation (7) and equation (8) 

we have 	ON 	in-terms of + and 1 : 
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	ON = #
5(5F#)	                                 (10) 

Since the service rate (1) specifies the average number of 

vehicles that can be serviced during a time period, it could be 
approximately determined according to the average arrival 

rate ( + ) and the average waiting time in queue( 	ON ). 

Moreover the average waiting time in queue (	ON) is known 

using Theorem 1, i.e., 		ON = 	YZ
# 	,	thus the service rate (1 ) 

could be calculated using equation (10). 

So, 

 ⟹ON = #
5(5F#) 	⟹ 	ON(1� − 1+) = + 

⟹ON(1� − 1+) − + = 0 

Hence, the only unknown variable is 1	and the equation is 

quadratic. Therefore, 1 can be solved using the equation: 

1 = #[Z±](#[Z)��T[Z#
�[Z 	                              (11) 

Traffic signals operate in a system of cross road 
intersections. Although a complete discussion was not 
include, signalized intersection has a lot of terminologies 
that must be known before analysis. Some of them are; the 
concept of phasing or signal timing (phase is the part of the 
cycle assigned to a fixed set of traffic movements), cycle 
(complete sequence of intervals), cycle length (the time it 
takes to complete one cycle) and so on. Typically, traffic 
signals operate in one of three different control models 
(signal timing) [3]: 

� Pre-time operation (fixed time control), 

� Semi-actuated operation and 

� Fully actuated operation. 

In the pre-time operation case of the traffic signal, the 

cycle length, phases, and all intervals are preset (fixed). 

Each cycle of the signal is exactly like another and all 

intervals and phase times are the same. In the semi-actuated 

operation, detectors are placed on minor approaches to the 

intersection. In the fully actuated case, every intersection 

approach has a detector or detectors, and both cycle length 

and the green-light time for every phase of the intersection 

can be varied. In this thesis pre-time operation is used to 

simulate the result. The light was assumed red for 40 

seconds, green for 20 seconds and yellow time was 

assumed 2 seconds [3]. 

Clearly the capacity of roundabouts and cross 

intersections is limited and can accommodate up to the 

critical arrival rates for both road intersections. As the 

arrival rate increases up to the critical arrival rate, 

throughput (number of vehicles being serviced) also 

increases up to the maximum throughput. Throughput 

remains constant if the arrivals of vehicles that pass through 

the junction are above the critical arrival rate. Hence, in 

section 3, for cost analysis purpose we focused up to critical 

arrival rates which implies up to maximum average waiting 

time of vehicles in the system (road intersection). So, in the 

coming section (section 3) we compare the average waiting 

time (O�) and number of vehicles in the system (M�) for 

roundabout and cross intersection and finally we quantify it 

in to monetary values for both types of road intersections. 

3. Result and Discussion 

3.1. Comparison of Waiting Time for Roundabout and 

Cross Intersection 

If we assume that the arrival of vehicles in the road 

intersection is described by a Poisson process with 

parameter +,	then there exists a critical value +^ ( [3], [26 ]), 

such that 

� if + > +^ , the queue increases without limit, but 

� if + < +^ , the queue remains finite with probability 1. 
Thus, as the arrival rate increases, the waiting time also 

increase up to the critical arrival rate. Above the critical 

arrival rate, the operational performance of road 

intersections will likely stop its function rapidly, large 

queue begins to build and the waiting time increases 

exponentially. This is because of the maximum capacity of 

road is limited. In other words whatever the arrival rate it 

may be, the number of vehicles that will enter to the road 

intersections is limited to certain approximated value. This 

value, for any road intersections, is the maximum number 

of vehicles to be serviced per unit time (maximum service 

rate) which is determined, here in this thesis, in our case 

using critical arrival rate. 

 

Figure 3. This figure shows the comparison of waiting time versus arrival 

rate between double lane roundabout without traffic light and double lane 

cross intersections with traffic light. 

The number of vehicles serviced per unit time (service 

rate) depends on the number of vehicles arrived (arrival rate) 

to the road intersections and hence the service rate (1) is 

simulated using equation (10). And consequently average 

waiting time in the system (O� ) can be determined using 

equation (6) and the simulated result is seen from figure 3. 

As it can be shown from Figure 3, the critical arrival rate 
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(+^) for a roundabout and a cross intersection vary. 

The critical arrival rate (+^)	for a roundabout is estimated 

to be 0.6	/9�	[3]. When the arrival rate is approximately 

greater than this value, the number of vehicles waiting in 

the system increases rapidly implying that flow of vehicles 

that utilize the road junction eventually saturated. So, the 

simulated result shows that relatively normal traffic flow 

was only up to the critical arrival rate. 

3.2. Cost Models 

Number of vehicles waiting too long time at road 
intersections could result in high cost to the drivers and 
passengers. The time wasted on the queue would have been 
wisely utilized elsewhere if the time was not lost what 
economists call it opportunity cost of time spent in queuing. 
Since waiting time and number of vehicles waiting at the 
system is known, quantifying it to cost is the next task. We 
have to find the time lost for passengers and extra fuel 
consumption by vehicles and quantifying it to monetary 
value (cost analysis). The maximum average waiting time 

(O�) for each vehicle at roundabouts and cross intersections 

respectively are approximated to O� = 15.708	�A� (0.2618 

hr) and O� = 5.971	 min (0.099 hr) (see Figure 3). If 

vehicles wait more than these time, the queue builds 
exponentially and the road junctions may stop its proper 
function at all. 

From Figure 3, the difference in waiting time of a 
roundabout and cross intersection calculated was based on 

the arrival rate ( + ≤ 0.6	/9� ). As we discussed in the 

previous sections, if the arrival rate is greater than 0.6	/9�, 

the difference in waiting time increases exponentially. 

Therefore, the average waiting time (Oc ) was calculated 

with the arrival rate up to 0.6	/9� (see Figure 3). Average 

waiting time of vehicles at roundabout (O�)) and average 

waiting time of vehicles at cross intersection (O�^ ) was 

determined from figure 3. With + ≤ 0.1	/9�  vehicles 

waiting time at cross intersection is greater than 

roundabouts. i.e., 	O�) < O�^  . So, we used the absolute 

value as the waiting time cannot be negative. Hence, to 
estimate the costs using the difference in waiting time and 
the difference in number of vehicles, we have to classify the 

ranges of	+. For + ≤ 0.1	/9� the difference in waiting time 

incurred cost at cross intersection. Whereas for 0.1	/9�	 ≤ 

+ ≤ 0.6	/9�, the difference in waiting time incurred cost at 

roundabout. 

	Oc = |O�) −O�^|	                               (12) 

where: 

Oc 	the difference in average waiting time 

O�)  average waiting time of vehicles at roundabout 

	O�^ average waiting time of vehicles at cross intersection. 

In the same way, number of vehicles ( M� ) waiting at 

roundabout and cross intersection is estimated using equation 
(4). So, it is possible to approximate the difference in number 

of vehicles waiting at road junctions (Mc). As we discussed in 

the previous section, to compare the average waiting time of 
roundabout and cross intersection we only used up to the 

critical arrival rate of roundabout ( + ≤ 0.6	/9� ). 

Correspondingly, we can estimate the difference in number of 
vehicles (Mc) waiting at road junctions. Thus, the difference 

in number of vehicles (Mc) waiting could be calculated using: 

Mc = |M�) − M�^|	                          (13) 

where: 

	Mc the difference in number of vehicles waiting 

M�)  number of vehicles waiting at roundabout 

	R�^ number of vehicles waiting at cross intersection. 

Vehicles waiting or queuing at the road junction have 
mainly two cost components due to delay (congestion) 
although there are other costs like emission cost, 
psychological cost, and accident cost etc. 

Major costs that we discussed in this research are: 

� Cost of extra fuel consumed by vehicles 

� Cost of lost time by passengers and drivers 

3.2.1. Cost of Extra Fuel Consumed Due to Waiting at the 

Road Junction 

To calculate the cost of extra fuel consumed by vehicles 
we need: 

I. The difference in waiting time (Oc)  at the road 

junction. 

II. The difference in number of vehicles (Mc) waiting at 

the junction. 

III. Average fuel consumption of a single vehicle per 

hour which is approximately estimated 1.263 litre per 

vehicle. 

IV. Unit cost of fuel (assumed about 19 ETB). 
Therefore, Expected Cost of Extra Fuel Consumed 

(ECEFC) per hour for a road junction is in the form of linear 
function: 

e�ef� = �g × f̂ ×Oc × Mc	              (14) 

Where: 

e�ef� Expected Cost of Extra Fuel Consumed per hour 

	�g Unit cost of fuel (19 ETB)  

	f̂ 	Extra fuel consumed for one vehicle per hour (1.263 

litre per vehicle) 

	Oc	  Difference in average waiting time at the road 

junction 

	Mc		the difference in number of vehicles waiting at the 

road junction. 
Thus, Cost of annual extra fuel consumed due to 

congestion can be calculated as: 

i�ef� = e�ef� × i�f              (15) 

Where: 

i�ef� Annual cost of extra fuel consumed 

e�ef� Expected Cost of Extra Fuel Consumed per hour 

i�f Annual Conversion Factor (1300). 

The cost of fuel lost is rapidly increase if vehicles are 

waiting much time or for	+ ≥ 0.1	/9� and the cost incurred is 

at roundabout. For example, as it can be shown in Figure 4, 
the annual cost of extra fuel consumed due to delay was 
approximately estimated 560,000 ETB if vehicles are waiting 
about 6 minutes. 
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Figure 4. This figure shows the relationship between annual cost of extra 

fuel consumed by vehicles and waiting time at roundabout for 0.1	/9�	 ≤ 

+ ≤ 0.6	/9�. 
3.2.2. Cost of Time Lost due to Waiting at the Road 

Intersection 

The delay cost of vehicles waiting at each road 

intersections due to congestion is not only the cost of extra 

fuel consumed but also it is an estimate of the value of time 

lost. The value of time lost is an opportunity cost which is 

caused by the effect of drivers and passengers waiting at road 

junctions. Passengers and drivers time lost at congested road 

intersections may be lost of working time or non working 

time to them when congestion is worsening. 

Working time is the period of time that an individual 

spends at paid occupational labor. We assumed that, to 

convert the time lost (non productive time) to productive 

time the value of individual's working time is based on the 

average wage rate paid. The value of working time lost is an 

opportunity cost of time that passengers' waiting, total cost of 

the passenger's time, at each road intersections which is equal 

to the wage of individual passengers. On the other hand the 

value of non working time (off the job) is also an opportunity 

cost of time for passengers' that they may not be going to 

work rather the time to do something else and may be leisure 

time. 

The basic thing is calculating the time lost of vehicles at 

each road junctions that is already determined in the previous 

sections. Clearly, the value of time lost varies from person to 

person. For instance, among those passengers some of them 

may be business men, intellectuals and in this case time is 

highly influential and for other passengers the value of time 

lost may not crucial. Therefore, passengers' wasting time by 

waiting some time at each road junctions loses their working 

time which reduces the productivity of the city. In anyway, 

whether passengers lost their working time or not, directly or 

indirectly the city's development is hindered. 

Based on the value of time, the 2010 urban mobility report 

estimated the hourly value of time for a person in the US was 

estimated to be $16.30 per hour [22]. But in Addis Ababa, 

Ethiopia, the average value of time for a working person and 

non-working could not be readily available when this 

research was conducted. Therefore, for simplicity we 

assumed that the value of time would be estimated, in this 

thesis, by converting the monthly average wage rate to hourly 

average wage rate and hence estimation of hourly income for 

an individual would be 11 ETB (Ethiopian Birr). 
Other parameter which helps us to determine the cost of 

time lost is vehicle occupancy. We got the average vehicle 
occupancy of the Addis Ababa city traffic flow at major road 
intersections from [28] and the weighted average number of 

passengers in each vehicle was about (kl= 10.9 passengers 

per vehicle). 
Hence, the cost of time lost due to vehicles delay at the 

road intersection could be calculated as: 

	�m = Mc ×Oc × �n × kl	                    (16) 

Where: 

	�m Cost of time lost per hour 

	Mc		Difference in number of vehicles waiting in the system 

	Oc	Difference in average waiting time per vehicle 

�n	average value of time (11 ETB) 

kl	 vehicle occupancy (kl = 10.9) 
Hence, this equation can be used to find the cost of time 

lost at the road junction within one hour time. Moreover, we 
should convert it in to annual cost of time by using annual 
conversion factor. Thus, annual cost of time lost due to 
congestion can be determined by using: 

i�oM = �m 	× i�f	                          (17) 

Where: 

i�oM Annual cost of time lost 

�m	Cost of time lost per hour 

i�f Annual Conversion Factor (1300) 

 

Figure 5. This figure shows the relationship between annual cost of time lost 

and difference in waiting time. The cost incurred is at roundabout since 

0.1	/9�	 ≤ + ≤ 0.6	/9�. 

Figure 5, shows the relation between difference in waiting 
time and the annual cost of time lost. The cost lost increase 
as vehicles are waiting more time at the road junctions. For 
instance, vehicles waiting about 6 minutes at the junction 
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costs passengers time lost which was approximately 
estimated 2,900,000 ETB per year. 

Therefore, costs of time lost were estimated depending on 
the waiting time of vehicles at road junctions. 

3.2.3. Cost Comparison of Fuel and Time Lost 

From figure 6, we can conclude that cost of time lost is 

greater than cost of fuel lost when vehicles are waiting at the 

road junctions. 

 

Figure 6. This figure shows Cost Comparison of Fuel and Time Lost. 

4. Conclusion and Recommendation 

4.1. Conclusion 

� MMAS cellular automata and Poisson queuing model 

were used to simulate the average waiting time of 

vehicles. 

� The maximum average waiting time of vehicles at a 

roundabout and cross intersection is 0.2618 hr and 

0.0995 hr respectively. 

� The cost of extra fuel consumed and cost of time lost 

for a roundabout and cross intersection are estimated 

according to the average waiting time. 

� Much cost of time and fuel lost at roundabout than 

cross intersection. 

4.2. Recommendation 

� Further studies should be conduct including additional 

cost components like accident cost, construction and 

maintenance costs etc. 
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